3DSHAPE
D E S I G N

THE KALEIDOSCOPIC MAGIC OF 3D PRINTING

SKILLS AND CREATIVITY TO BUILD EMOTIONS
PLANNING AND PRODUCING DESIGN OBJECTS

To wish good luck
As a memory of important events
Delivering a unique gift
To reward an achievement
To bring up a smile
To amaze and surprise
To add that special touch
For new beginnings
For whatever you feel...

EASTER EGGS
special collection, designed and created in Verona, Italy.
These decorative eggs are 3D printed with resin then hardened (polymerized) with UV light.
The object is made with resin layerings hit by light and hardened in a clear tank filled with liquid. A
complex and fascinating process that allows one to create detailed and peculiar objects.
At last free from the restricting rules of traditional print, these objects come to life as unique and chic,
reminiscent of ancient emotional shapes and geometries, driven by creativity and endless earn to dig
into nature and art shapes.

ARTISAN PRODUCTIONS
Limited numbers and quality: small runs using
different colours of resin, made with different
temperature and humidity in the environment.
This allows different shades of colour and top
finish: this is the distinctive characteristic of
3DshapeDesign as every piece is unique. Prints
may vary. Remember this is a hand refined
object.

TECHNICAL INFO
To make these objects, two
printing techniques are used
that allow these plays of light
and transparency. The precision
of UV light resin printing for
eggs and one-wire shell
construction with traditional
printers.

HOW TO BUILD

1

Design on paper of the object and
creation of the three-dimensional
model.

3

Different phases of cleaning with
ISOPROPILICO ALCOOL ethanol, then
water spin-dried or with ultrasound.

2

Adding supports to the 3D model and
slicing. Printing the object (from 6 to
20 hours time) and removing supports.

4

Dry finish with water jet and soft
brushing. Final curing with UV 405mm
lamp and finishing touch with layered
shiny or matte varnish and final drying.

3dshapedesign.com

MICHELANGELO AGOSTINETTO
C O N T E M P O R A R Y

A R T I S A N

I explore the creative use of new
technologies to express my passion for
what is beautiful and well done

CUSTOMIZATION
You may customize the model with names and
initials, creating unique and special presents for
important occasions. Not only eggs: please
enquiry for different designs.
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